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Vinci: An artist’s humble beginnings
Some 45km west of Florence is Vinci,

where Leonardo was born. Most of the de-
tails of Leonardo’s early life have been lost
in time... not that this has deterred local
restaurants and guesthouses from naming
themselves after the great artist.

A couple of noteworthy monuments war-
rant a visit. The Museo Leonardiano show-
cases Leonardo’s technical drawings and
recreations of his inventions. Across two
adjacent buildings, the museum attempts to
join the dots between Leonardo’s ideas and
their modern-day equivalents, such as his
designs for textile manufacturing machinery
(now considered precursors to factory-
made clothing), mechanical clocks, weapons
of war (including a squat prototype tank)
and flying machines.

Two kilometers north, just outside town,
is Leonardo’s Casa Natale (Birth House), a
blushing sandstone building in the Tuscan
hills. Inside, recreations of his work (and a
Leonardo hologram) invite visitors inside
the artist’s mind. But it’s the bucolic setting
that fires the imagination. Some of the
town’s gnarled olive trees are centuries old;
it’s possible that Leonardo himself would
recognize the view.

Milan: The pinnacle of genius
Another three or four hours north by

road, Milan is where Leonardo created
some of his most celebrated works. Begin
in the Basilica di Santa Maria delle Grazie,
a showy Gothic-meets-Renaissance church
capped with a tiered dome. Where the
church building meets the refectory is The
Last Supper, capturing the moment of

drama when Jesus is said to have foretold
his imminent betrayal (book ahead for a
viewing time). Even after centuries of neg-
lect and destruction, the artwork holds
power: the vivid emotions on each face, the
play of light behind them, and unearthly
blues that hint at the heavenly kingdom to
come.

Five minutes’ walk south, in a 16th-cen-
tury monastery, is Italy’s largest science mu-
seum, the Museo Nazionale della Scienza e
della Tecnologia. The 10,000-item collection
is alive with inventions that whirr, rattle and
huff steam, including more than 130 models
of Leonardo’s inventions (like bat-wing-
shaped flying machines, cannons and pro-
peller-powered boats). Ideal for inquiring
young minds is the Laboratorio, a hands-on
exhibition designed to get kids using the
same problem-solving strategies as
Leonardo - brace yourself for a eureka mo-
ment in the car later on.

Finish the day east in picturesque Piazza
della Scala, where stands a Carrara marble
Monument to Leonardo, dating to the 19th
century. Nearby streets are lined with
restaurants; after a day spent immersed in
Leonardo’s brilliance, you might feel in-
spired to sketch a flying machine or dabble
in anatomical drawing while you wait for
the dessert menu.

Amboise: Journey’s end for the Renais-
sance Man

Much of Leonardo’s artistic work is dis-
played in Paris, but it’s France’s Loire Valley
that lays bare the last years of his life.
Leonardo arrived at Le Clos Luce in Am-
boise in 1516, on the invitation of the French

The Vatican’s Cortile del Belvedere (Belvedere Courtyard), where Leonardo once lived.

The Vatican’s Cortile del Belvedere (Belvedere Courtyard), where Leonardo once lived.

Head to the Basilica di Santa Maria delle Grazie to see one of Leonardo’s landmark works - The
Last Supper


